
Dear Gunnar, 	 8/23/90 

You'apologize for the length of your letter. : te.r the reply '.:ill be longer. 

And disconnected because it will be interru ted. and because of some tee things :'11 be 

saying I begin with an explanation. I believe that for all ite many defects, defects 

tat Bach administration is agile to magnify when it taees office, our system is the 

beet self-government man hair yet devised. One of its needs is for the .eople to be well 

and fully informed, as for years they have nut been, so they can make their wiil Known. 

I believe also that the assassination of any president has the effect of a coup d'etat, 

and while e have no objection to the presentation of theories on any subject, I have 

strong objection on this subject for theories to be presented to the people as facts. 

The JF1Z assassination turned the whole world around in turning our own country around. 

I wish I had time to go into this but I do not. I once planned a book on it. And did the 

research for it. 

As to a degree you have seen, 1 do take time and go to some trouble, even at 77, 

in impaired health and limited in what I can do, in an effort to help ethers. e believe 

that the Freedom of Ieformation ect in effect made me surrogate for the people and I try 

meet that obligation, enyonehae access to the records I got by those many lawsuits, 

without cost, although the cults ere considerable for me, and this includes copies. 

This leads me to that prize son-of-a-bitch Joh.. Davis and his hafiaffize;fish. 

Although I knew I would disagree with what he was writing I tad him he was welcome to 

free access but that I could not do the searching for hira.At his request I got a bright 

college student to do the wore for him. She spent all her free times for more than a 

semester getting what he wanted. I did not even look at it. Alive, because it tioluded 

only conies of soee of my correspondence. In return, and if you have the hardback jrou 

can see this for yourself, when he needed to have some basis for alleging what was coe-

pletely false, kercello's interest in the FBI's records on himself, Davis made up a 

gross and of defamatory lie, that for much of a year he had his lawyer kdescribed else-

where in the book as the top mafia lawyer when in fact he wan one of the fi.Lest imui-

gratioa lawyers without any merle connection) rummaging through my files. He was never 

here. We never, ever, laid eyes on each other. and it took considerable time and effort 

to get that removed from the paperback. Do you need anything else on Davis? '4311, there 

is no credibility to what he has about the assassination. He uses records that not only 

have no supeort at all, siegle-source information that the sources could not baca up-

he even withholds what refutes them in some instances and discloses them to be liars in 

oeher iestances. Becker, for example, was an FBI informed! Davis supereuses that. When he 

left the meeting with "arcello that Davis reports, he went to the 2BI. I have that FBI 

record. Becker did not say a word about what Davin uses and pecker clearly made up later. 

es yogi know, the reader is the writer's captive, and on tkts subject the average 

reader cannot escape that captivity. As with I$avis, with just about all the others. In 

my belief the only other dependable authors are Sylvia "laugher, accessories eftee the Fact, 

and Howard Hoffman, •  resumed guilty. cloth are excellent. The others add nothing but error 

when they are of any use at all or confabulate between fact and theory, truth and fiction. 

And in mos"! cases you'll not be able to judge. But if you continue reading in the field 

you'll see soon enough the sources of most, generally uncredited. 1i3"" 1."14-4  ‘'er*itreereef. 

You ask about Oswald In dew Orleans. It is very scarce and if you can get one it 

will be e good investment because it is popular. It was also a publishing disaster be-

cause the publisher was distributed by Pocket nooks and they would not touch tae subject. 

,sif a result, there was no destributioe and exeecting his disaster the eubl.mher didn't 

even pick up the errors we caught and called to his attention. However, - do not thintrit 

will be of much help to you. It relates to what theititle says and was done before I saw 

garrison. I added a chaster, Shadow of a Hapey iii.diefe and I regret to sey it remeies 

only a shadow. Don't believe a word Gareison says without firm car-Xi/elation and don t 

waste a penny on his most recent book. ar any of them if you intend to do more than read, 

intend to use what he says, or depend on it. 
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Ricky White is a liar and a monster. Theee is not a word of truth in what he says 
as it re_ate; to the assassination. I've looked into it and : have the proof that he lies. 
his father was in the aarinee at the Game time Oswald was and they went to Japan on the 
same ship, but they did not serve together. The father was a mechanic in a motor pool and 
Oswald was a radar operator in a diffeeent place. The mother did work for ruby, but that 
meareilaiothina except as it speaks about the mother. Her work for ruby was brief. I've 
found that he plagiarized some of his made-up plot froa three books where what he stole 
in unique 	in those bouks and can have no other source. They did not live across the 
street from the aipaits, as 	simplest checking would have shown. i used the phone book. 
The pictures he did have were stolen from the police, and the father, a photographer, was 
far from alone LI doing that. he was not killed by the la& but in a fire caused by hazard-
ous materials. The mother and tiro son each sued and each collected frog the manufacturer! 
again I could give you Latch more if you want it. 

I would appreciate a copy of the full-page article and any others you see even 
though 	not be able to read them. This is because a've already given all I have to a 
fine local college, which will forever make it available, for a public archival's. It is a 
woman's college and students have been using these materials for years. They already 

have thousandn of copies relating to the eang assassination and all i had on the CIa's 
mind-bending work. 

Your aupaosition about what was in Katzenbach's mind is quite reasonable butnot 
correct. "e and //boyar did not get along and in the end hoover forced him to resign. ae 
took a job of lower rank in the State ILaartment to get away from Hoover. hoover hated 
him even more because he told the Warren aommission at its first executive seas/on that 
while Hoover pretended to be leaving no stone unturned aa forite Hoover and thus FBI 
cliche) in fact the leaking could have been by the FBI only. This leaking boxed the 
Commission is, as it confessed shortly thereafter, in the executive session transcript in 
Post I1ortom, pp 475ff. Suggest you read it as soon aspou can for understanding of what 
did and did not thereafter hadeen. 4 

1 think I sent you a DJ file copy, which I got much later. I first got, about 1a78, 
an FBI copy. : aaso have the holograph. I do not knoll but I believe that aatzenbach wrote 
it out as soon as Oswald was killed and had it typed and distributed the next morning. I 
do not know why K. did this but I be.a-Leve it was beeaume like just about all of them he 
wanted the whole thing wiped out immediately, without any investigation that could dis-
close any conspiracy. Two days after the assassination, obviously, there had been nothing 
that could be called an investigation. 'chile this is the most forthright exaression of it, 
I have other similar reflections to FBI records, heedq.arters and field office. 

The way the Faa works it was not necessary to lay the line down to the field agents. 
They knew whet was - and what was not- wanted of them and did it. Survival. The first law 
was and probably still is, over the Bureau's ass. The se-aond is cover your own. This does 
not apply only to the ea. 

That memo is the origin of the Commission. anowing the truth, the FBI spread the 
canard that the idea originated with the Communist "arty as widely as it could. 

The name of the FaI's game is "control". '':has you'll see in the damage control 
tickler I sent you the FBI's ways of coetrolling the Commission included investigating the 
members and the staff and ereventing the appointment as general counsel of a DJ lawyer the 
F31 did nit like because he was not its rubber-stamp and insisted on honesty and real 
evidence in criminal cases. 

There was very little use of th - memo in the media and none since first use that 
a knoA of. Hut unusual here, such is the state of our press. 

Underlying all, I believe, is the fact that the assassination did hap,en without 
any advance knowledge of it and without any apparent solution. (aeing along with this is 
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Hoover's self-portrait self-painted over a long lifetime, that there was no criue he 
could not.solve. He had people thinking ho was on top of everything when he waun t. 
He did not want it known that such a thing could heppen without his advance knowledge or that after the fact he could not solve it. The one thing unpredicatble is a lone, nut assassin. His instant vision offically adopted because nobody would stand up to him and nobody had any idea at all of what had really hepeened. There never was any real ineeCti-gation by any official body. his by the way is in general true of all the major politicai assassinations here. say it without any question in the king case, which I did inedVti-gate, and in the doert 4unnedy case, about which we know enough to be certain. I know 
less about the Malcom X case but the investigation and trials did not diselose the fact that owe of his bod!iguarus we,s a police informer. 

To the best of my knowledge neithertioyers not eatz. has ever been questioned 
about this anu neither has volunteered anything about it. 'Katz, would lie but 	lice to be able to discuss this with uoyers. However, I beejin to get these records after my 
first thrombosis and after my last publishing. 

I speak in general about the Cie. It not only volunteered nothing to the Uommisaion, aLso true of the FBI, widen so diretted its agents, it succeeded in direeting the Con-mission away feom what it did not wanted:* investigated. Nosenke is a .rime example. If you look at what I added to Photographic Whitewae;when I reprinted it you see what 2 hope you'll find adequate on this. However, thin does not mean thet the CIA. did the job and I do not believe that it did. Self-starting, overly-decidated ideologues in or foruerly in it may be a different matter. 

1)y now its efforts at destabllizations are no longer secret if far from exposed. You refer to its efforts in4taly. Eareier, when Forrestal was the honcho, right after World War II, he handled the money with which that election was won. Without it there was a good likeli49M that the Commuld.sts would have had the largest vote. I have no way of knowing that it did or did not have any involvement in the Jealme case but if it did there woued be no record. again, ideologues and eolf-starters may be possibilites. It had the overly-dedicated and it was a haven for cold warriors. 
es an example of how they ere.-carve deniability there is the case of their engaging the mafia to kill Castro, through a foremr FBI agmt,Hobert Maheu, who thin_ also had had a Cik connection and then was Howard Hughes' chief od security. That turned into a fiasco on all sides. One of the uafioso they used was Sam Giancana. ucw came to believe that his girl friend, -hyllis McCuire, one of the singing sisters, was sleeping with the comedian, Dan lartin, of Aowan and Martin. So he seidtin effect -to the Glee l'n helping you se I'd like you to help me. By Bugging and ..iretapping to get the proof for him. They got an incompetent and he we caught in fns Vegas. }or roue titre the whole thiegf wan 

kept quiet and the bugged'aot off. ne said if he went he'd not go  alone so it was quietly wiped out and he was let go. Iett when it did cone out the Cie had to inves igate itolaf. What i lw.ve is on a level at which it would not dare lie because the top people had to 
know tke truth or they all faced ruin. Oniy six eeople in the whole world knew and all 
six were top-level CIe. 'respite the canard the CIe has been spreading, neither John nor 

Robert Kennedy knew anything at all about it. -.nut the F3I later did leak this to byndon 3ohnson and it persuaded him that we were running a Murder lecorporated in the Caribbean 
and that there had been a epnepi zacy and that the CIa was part of the conspi7nacy. Byzan-
tine bdtthe ac uality and again I. have the records. 

I also have the VeI's investigation of the Las Vegas bugging if you know any writer 
would could be interested..It can be made hilarious. There hue been mention but the records have never been used in any legnthy article and i don't think there over has been one. 

don't know how things are over there but l'm trying to give you an understanding 
of these things and what In done with them over here. 1 do not know how many eolice 
agencies you have, or intelligence, but over here the FIJI can often do a job on the CIa 
and in instances has been willing. 
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Making copies for colleagues is fine with me. Peel free. 

you asked how 1 got the memo. In 20Ie litigation. In ally got about a third of 
a million pages, mostly fron the FBI bat including the e)epartment of Jeutioe and the CIA. 
The most probable date is after January, 1978. I then got almost 100,000 pages at one 
time and . have no recoleection of when . fi .st saw the fish or FBI copy. zt was quite 
some time later when I got the DJ copies, typed and handwritten. 

You ask for my general conclusions about what I described as an FeI damagelemtrol 
tickler. I believe it was prepared as an outline of what the FBI could be confronted 
with when before the Congress. It refers to what is nut in the disclosed records, which 
eeans what is obvious, that the Flif hides records it alone can retrieve. end does not 
disclose when it should under the law. eau will find it it, for example, what seems to 
be duplicated i, what you are eeeariedoing over there, a self-description of a non-
investigation. Alex Uoeon was then assistant director in :charge of the L'eneral -n-
vestigative Division of the FBI. The tickler, in quotes, says he described the FBI as 
merely standing around with itpockets open hoping th.t evidence would fall in. If 
you or your colleagues have at questions about this 3c#1 document I'll try to answer 
them. I'm sorry it does not appear to be practical to invite you or any of the others to 
cone and get what you'd like but you have that invitation, all of you. 

I do believe that while there can be significant differences because of different 
political systems and celtures, in general all police agencies are much alike and follow 
similar methods and have similar shibboleths. ..41 t,is sense you (pl) can learn much 
from these records. 

I believe that whatever kegs behind it the l'alme assassination also may have had 
the effect of a coup d'etat. 

I should have explained on Oicky "bite that I have established a separate file on 
this for history and for the stadents who can learn much from it and this is the only 

reason _ed like copies of anything you can send, in any language. It is remarkable how 
much students can and do learn from a course in political assassinations not taught as 
a mystery thriller or a spy book. You'd be impressed by the questions the local students 
ask at the annual seminars e have at iAood 'ollege. Hover a silly question. 

If you think there was a elk, connection with the Palme assassination and that is 
why your police behaved as they did, aside from any ot1.03r Swedish police or intelligence 
agencies that might have had some knowledge, it is possible that others in Europe might 
have if you have any way of getting plugged into them. They usually stand together but 
when they have disputes this cools perhaps change. 

I do not remember what I referred to that you refer to as diatribes against Oswald 
.nor do I remember the document/ you refer to that you say you w-nt. What it may have 
been is about 100 eaeee long and I think would be of use to you (plural) and night be of 
interest to a col legs or university. It is lageen as a 1 or ''ommission Document 1. ell' 
ordered an VBI investigation before he decided to appoint the Commission and. the Pei ere-
pared a five-volume report, all OD 1. One volume is on ruby, one on the JEK assassination 
and th4 others are aieendix. It is the one on JFK that is amazing. n11 this supeosedly 
definitive FBI investigation of :he crime has in it I have in the last chapteer I added 
to Whitewash a). The index itself is revelatory. St is a diatribe against Oswald. If 
you'd like I can get it copied commercially in town for a third of my oust. I think it 
is 74 a page. Shilpping by sea is much less than by air and takes about three weeks. You 
can estimate fron hoe long it took the books to reach you. I'd have to make tiro titles into 
town but I can do that, one taking it in, one getting it back. Our actual cost on our 
simple machine is about 25d a page and it is very slow. 

If I've forgotten aeything, I'm sorry and ask again. flood luck with your book! I 
suggest that you seeak to your publisher about an emerican publisher. There is great 
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here in the JPIC assassination, more for the past three years than in many, many years and 

dubious books are selling only too well. Conspiracy is very merchantable over here all the 

time, too. I think that over heee the subject also lecifis itself' to subisdisry rights and 

'01, talk uhowa would eat et up. The 'fihiten, for example, got extraordinary atteetion when 

common sense saya they are fakes. And that JO what sells books. 

What you :; et about the ?clime case will interest some college professor friends and 

I'll give them copies. Two are hi:Itorians, one a socioloiM.st. 

'hat you sr about the police chief's blackmail by threatening to disclose what 

is always referred to as sensitive Ssecrets would interest the four 	us much. 4ie have 

an aspect here, invoked to suppress what is embarrasking. 

`n your chapter on the J11.: non-investigation, remember, if I did. nojr tell you, that 

I also was James 1-erl Ray's investigator and my investigation got him the evidentiary 

hearing to determine whethe he'd get the trial he never had. In the end the judge held 

that in what was before him guilt or innocence were immaterial! I also Salm sued. the 

for its relevant records. (In all that litigation lasted overdecade!) It is the 

same in t, a 	
pi

t case, no real investigation and none over intended. 	i frOl j-z.1-1"4. 	im.)  

?lease understand why -I do this in haste, for which I apologize. And I take the 

liberty of making a few suggestions in the hope that they might be relevant. In my work in 

this:9_,a, in thinking of things, including wlat to try and loot: into, I've cone to believe 

that 'the initial tests are helpful. l'irst is the matter reasonable and. then, if it seems 

to be, is it possible. Second, where they are few dependable leads, deci4ed on one and 

bulldog it to the degree you can. I've found tlds sot etimes .iorks well. In the J11:1; case, 

i fined on too lements of the corpus delicti, tee medical evidence"and the 

results of the scientific testing. I do not know how applicable these may be there and I 

do not lame what can be withheld free the press. Bat based on my experience, if anything 

like the s fie things obtain there, you have the Lost sebstantial reasons to question the 

official investigation. If you do this, do not begin with any belief that the police and 

proaectors do not know their business, a.i.though the latter, over here, didn't. Iiihat I 

found in the 	and King cases and is also true in the .eobert eennedy case, is that the 

police work was absolutely disgraceful, polce also meaning FBI. The ehI decei ved, misled 

and lied and it destroyed what disputed its preconceptions, for example, the spectro- 

aahic film of the testing of the residue acraped from the curbstone where the missed 

shot impacted. First it claimed the spot no longer existed, although there were con7 

tomporaneous pictures showing that there was a concpicuous hole in the concrete, 4nwoing 

this, it actually took the curbstone, visibly patched to eliminetr/the hole-and forever 
j/ bury the evidence it held i to Washington and went through the chalesde of making a spectro-

graphic examination on which it began by never making any report on the results and 

wound up with the film in a memory hole. kiiictures in ..'ost Lertem, inetored on publication.) 

Is there any way in which you can file a civil suit and take testimony from those 

you think have relevant information? 

Grown children of loel /1111.1, Secret service agents came up to me when 1  spoke at 

universities and told me what they discussed at.:horae. did not use it but if you could 

find something lice that perhaps you could use it. In one case the daughter of a lab agent 

detested her father. She told me the onl: use she had for him was as a baby-sitter. If I 

had 	to do all over again 	have spent more time with her. I might have learned more. 

The daughter of a Secret Service agent was in tears and could not bring myself to ask 

her to spend more tine with me or say what she did not volunteer. 

'IT When he was attorney general 12- r 
N a (W/ 



Uppsala, August 16, 1990 

Harold Weisberg 
7627 Old Receiver Road 
Frederick 
Maryland 
217 01 USA 

Dear Harold, 
some time has gone since I got your books and I have many times 

thought of writing you to express my enthusiasm. 
Here at last is such a letter. Thank you for sending the books and 

also thank you for writing two very interesting letters. 
This letter to you will be rather lengthy I guess, since I have a 

number of questions and a few things that you might be interested to 
know. I do hope that you have the time and strength to think about it 
and answer it — I know that your health is not in the best condition. 

First, though, I will tell you this: one reason that I did not write 
sooner was that I wanted to read more of what you had written first. 
The time I have had to read about the Kennedy assassination, 
besides all other things I have to read for my job as a journalist, is 
unfortunately more limited than I would like. 	 11 

While waiting for your books I started reading a relative'new book 
on the Kennedy case, John H Davis': "Mafia Kingfish" about New 
Orleans mobster Carlos Marcella and the possibility that he was 
involved in the murder of the President. 

That being no small book I just recently started thoroughly 
reading through your first Whitewash volume. (Of course I have 
have been looking in both that and your other books a number of 
times, but books like yours of course demand serious study from the 
reader and that is what they are going to get from me.) 

Already I have thought much about what we talked a little about 
on the phone earlier this year, about the different approaches a 
writer could have on this subject. The Davis book, while interesting, 
is trying to convince the reader about a certain hypothesis (the 
Marcello involvement) — even if the author is putting forward a 
number of formal reservations of his own. All this is of course 
within is rights as a researcher, but I get the feeling that he omits 
everything that doesn't fit. Most obvious, I think, is that he seems to 
downplay the facts pointing to the dubious role of the FBI. Possibly 
the same goes for the CIA: when Davis writes about the Garrison 
investigation he implies that Garrison was in the hands off the 
Mafia and therefore sought to point to someone else to get the heat of 
the real conspirators. I suppose there are a number of disturbing 
facts pointing to the CIA, maybe as strong as or stronger than those 
pointing towards Marcello., but they don't really fit Davis' 
conclusions. 

It also seems to me that Davis is aka very selective when he 
writes about all the evidence from the scene of the murder. Is he 
worried that a thorough check of all that would weaken the Marcella 
hypothesis and possibly point in other directions? 

In any case, for my part I guess that Marcella could have been 
part of a conspiracy related to the assination in some way -
assuming Davis is relatively truthful when he writeSabout his main 



subject it even seems probable. But even then I guess there is a 
strong possibility that other forces had the decisive role in the crime. 

Obviously there are a number of researchers who have presented 
Marcello as a suspect. I would like to ask you, since I now have read 
the Davis book even if that wasn't the best way to start my studies in 
the subject: 

What credibility do you think the kpothesis of Marcello 
involvement has? 

What is your opinion about Davis' book if you have read it? 
What is your general evaluation of Garrison? 
And by the way: you mentioned that your book 'Oswald in New 

Orleans; dealing with circumstances connected to the Garrison 
investigation, is out of print. Do you think it is an important book 
compared to the other ones you wrote? Should I try to get it 
somewhere? 

Now to other issues: 
you sent me copies of interesting documents (I made copies of 

those — as well as your letters — to Sven Aner and 011e Alsen, the 
two journalists that ordered books through me). 

It is really first by now that I have taken myself the time to really 
study these documents. 

The memorandum to Bill Moyers from Katzenbach is the most 
easily understood. It strikes me as an almost incredibly obvious 
evidence of how authorities from the beginning decided to present a 
politically motivated official "truth" of the murder. 

Here is my thinking about it. Forgive me if I am lengthy but I 
think the memo gives reason to draw conclusions on very central 
issues and I want your comments on this: 

1. When Katzenbach wants the public to be satisfied that Oswald 
was the assassin, that he did not have confederates and that the 
evidence would have convicted him at trial — then Katzenbach also 
proposes that the White House should stop further police 
investigation of the murder or that it should accept that Hoover 
stopped such investigation. In fact Katzenbach proposes that the 
FBI writes a report to conclude the case. 

2. What Katzenbach really knew or thought he knew about the 
murder is impossible to know. But he could not possibly have 
believed the version that he wanted to offer the public. The 
conclusion came before the investigation_ And also: if Katzenbach 
very soon after the murder had said that he knew there was a 
conspiracy, then there at least existed a theoretical possibility for 
such a knowledge. But who could have given sufficient proof that 
Oswald had no confederates? To Katzenbach? Immediately after the 
murder? The only person who possibly could have presented such a 
story with some credibility at first sight was Oswald himself, which 
he didn't. 

3. If Katzenbach knew that he tried to sell an unsubstantiated 
version to the public, which also meant that the police investigation 
should be stopped, why did he do such a thing? 

In the event that he had no secret knowledge at all about the 
assassination — why did he want to stop the search for the truth 
about a crime of such historic proportions? Possibly the 
assassination could be the beginning of a series of violent acts which 
could only be stopped if the criminals were caught. 

The only answer I could think of is that Katzenbach had strong 



reason to believe that public knowledge about the truth of the crime 
would hurt interests that he identified with. And that this damage 
would be greater than the damage done by hiding the truth. 

So: either Katzenbach had been given some information about the 
murder itself after which he, probably together with others, had 
drawn certain conclusions — or had some person in authority (for 
example Hoover) just told Katzenbach that the lid must be put on the 
box in the interest of the nation or something like that. 

If you see any flaws in the reasoning above, please let me know. 
The whole thing is of special interest to me, because the same 
general features — no real investigation, the scapegoat method...—
applies to the Palme case. For a serious student of the Palme 
assassination it seems obvious that authorities do not want to look 
for the truth. However, this is an idea which many people in Sweden 
still find hard to believe or do not wish to believe. The Moyers memo 
is very interesting because it gives proof of the attitude on part of the 
authorities in the US in a situation very similar to the one of the 
Swedish authorities after the Palme murder. 

Also: how much has this memo been discussed in US media? 
How did you get the memo and when? 
Have researchers or journalists asked Moyers or Katzenbach 

about this memo? Could they still be questioned? 

Next: the FBI headquarters tickler. You wrote that you hoped that 
it spoke for itself. Well, my general feeling is that it stinks. But there 
is a number of things about it which I do not quite understand. I 
will not go through all of my questions, perhaps most of them will be 
answered when have I read all your books. 

I would appreciate, though, if you present to me your general 
conclusions from the FBI document. 

Next: August 7 there was a full page article in the Stockholm 
daily Aftonbladet from their New York correspondent. He told about 
a man named Ricky White who held a press conference in Dallas in 
the JFK Assassination Center on August 6. 

Probably you are well informed about this, but still I give you the 
basic story in the article (at least you will see to what extent I might 
be misinformed by the Swedish journalist): Ricky White told the 
press that he knew that his father, Roscoe White, shot JFK. 

Roscoe White had been with Oswald in the Marine Corps and 
knew him. Two months prior to the Kennedy assassination White 
got a job at the Dallas police force. White and two other policemen 
shot the President. White was on the grassy knoll, the others where 
in respectively the Texas School Book Depository and The County 
Records Building. The three policemen acted on CIA orders. White 
had a secret name in the operation; "The Mandarin". His 
colleagues were similarly called "Lebanon" and "Saul". Oswald was 
involved in the plan but did not shoot a single shot. 

White also shot Tippit. All this was in Roscoe White's diary, Ricky 
White says. The diary was later confiscated by the FBI. 

Ricky White's mother, Geneva, -faliverbut very ill — heard her 
husband and Ruby discuss the murder conspiracy, according to 
what the son told media. 

A local priest, Jack Shaw, also took part in the press conference. 
He said that Roscoe White several times told him about the 

Kennedy murder, the last time on his death bed. Roscoe White died 



after a fire in 1971. Shaw believes that the fire was arranged to 
silence White, he says. 

The story interested me, first because it did not sound too stupid. 
Nothing in the article made me feel that there was something funny 
involved. Second: police involvement in the assassination itself has 
been a topic for discussion concerning the Palme murder. A 
number of circumstances has pointed to the possibility of that 
policemen might have been involved in preparations, in executing 
the murder itself, organizing the murderer's getting away and 
creating chaos in the police work afterwards. This has been openly 
discussed in Swedish media. My paper got sentenced in a libel suit 
because we named the names of four policemen whose actions 
during the night of the murder has not been properly investigated by 
the authorities. (We did not say they were involved in a conspiracy, 
we only criticized the lack of investigation.) 

Third: Recently Swedish media has been writing a lot about 
possible CIA involvement in the Palme murder. The reason is that 
the Italian president Cossiga after a series of TV shows about the 
CIA ordered the prime minister to investigate the truth about 
certain allegations: especially that the CIA has been working to 
destabilize Italian politics but also possible CIA involvement in the 
Palme assassination together with the infamous Italian 
Freemasonic lodge P 2 (Propaganda Due). So much is now clear to 
the thinking Swedish newspaper-reader that the Swedish police do 
not want to investigate a possible CIA connection. 

Again: I have no opinion whether the CIA is or is not involved in 
the Palme case. The point is that the police should investigate that 
possibility too — or declare that certain solutions to the murder will 
not be thought of for diplomatic or other reasons. 

So now I wonder: what credibility do you think the White story 
has? Have you come to think of facts supporting it, or facts which 
prove that it is untrue? 

Also: what is your opinion of the JFK Assassination Center? And 
do you have their address? 

In one of your letters you told about a vicious FBI diatribe against 
Oswald that youli could xerox for me. 

Yes, I would like to have the FBI document on Oswald. Would you 
please tell me the cost and I will send you a check. 

Finally: this fall I will not work on my paper, Internationalen. 
Instead I will devote my full energy to write a book about the Palme 
case from a certain angle. Today, just a few hours ago I signed a 
contract with a well-known Stockholm publishing house on a book 
about the latest developments in the Palme case: two trials against a 
number of top police chiefs and their associates for illegal electronic 
eavesdropping in the homes of some Km-dish political refugees. The 
refugees were, according to the police chiefs, suspected of being part 
of a murder conspiracy against Palme. However, there has been a 
lot of questions about the dubious basis for these suspicions against 
the Kurds, and now the police chiefs are accused of crimes against 
the Swedish constitution. Formally they run the risk of going to 
prison. The most famous of the police chiefs has tried to force the 
Swedish government to stop the trial or else he will tell openly about 
secret things sensitive to the security of the nation, he says. I can 
tell you more about it if you wish. 



In my book I will include a lot of aspects of the Palme 
investigation (or lack of investigation). I would also like to write a 
chapter on similarities with the Kennedy non-investigation. It 
means that I will be very grateful if you have the time and interest to 
answer my letters. 

This did become a long letter, as I anticipated. 
My best wishes to you 

4,-P. RP-it-O- 
ar Wall 

Stenharnmars vag 4, 6 tr 
S-756 49 Uppsala 
Sweden 

PS. I will be abroad until September 1st, so be in no hurry to 
answer the letter. 


